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Meeting Summary 
 
On February 21, the UF library faculty met from 1 to 5 p.m. to discuss the University of 
Florida’s faculty survey.  The objective of the meeting, which was facilitated by Jodi Gentry 
from UF Training and Development, was to generate feedback and specific suggestions from the 
UF library faculty as to how the libraries could improve in areas of concern as identified by their 
responses to the faculty survey.  These areas of concern were “Empowerment,” “Faculty-Admin 
Relations,” “Leadership,” “Communication,” “Quality of Life,” “Resource Allocation,” and 
“Recognition and Reward.”   
 
The meeting was divided in two parts, with the first part of the meeting focusing on 
“Empowerment,” “Faculty-Admin Relations,” and “Leadership.”  Participants were asked how 
each area could improve by considering not only their perspective but also that of a colleague, 
their supervisor, and a staff member (TEAMS, USPS, OPS).   
 
The second part of the meeting focused on “Communication,” “Quality of Life,” “Resource 
Allocation,” and “Recognition and Reward.”   Working in small groups, which were facilitated 
by library facilitators, individuals were asked how the libraries could improve in each of these 
four areas.   
 
After providing feedback about all areas, common themes were identified.  The participants were 
then given an opportunity to indicate which common themes were of most importance to them.  
This was indicated by a multi-voting process where all participants could cast six votes (in any 
distribution) to indicate their assessment of priority.   
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Identified Priority Items 
 
The following items, which are not in any order, were those common themes that received three 
or more votes.  To provide clarity, some editing and combining have been provided.  One item 
(Reality check—workday idea) was not listed below due to lack of additional information, but 
this item did receive more than three votes and should be considered, as appropriate. 
 
Area of Priority    Expressed Need/Interest  
 
Committees Revisit committee composition (who is serving on them) and 

committee guidelines, address feedback loop, and act upon 
committee recommendations. 

 
Communication Develop mechanisms for cross-division communication that 

includes more horizontal, two-way communication—less top 
down.  Need regular updates about committees.  Develop and 
distribute an all-staff newsletter/e-mail for articles, presentations, 
promotions, retirements, etc. 

 
Decision-Making Expand decision-making process to be more participatory, flexible, 

results-oriented, and timely.  Involve faculty and staff in decisions 
where possible.  There needs to be more transparency in decision 
making.  When possible, therefore, involve employees in the 
process of making decisions and, at a minimum, ensure they 
understand why decisions are made.  “Faculty governance” is of 
interest. 

 
Resource Allocation Tied  Articulate clear organizational priorities, and ensure people  
To Defined Priorities and programs follow them (these priorities should be developed 

together—“nothing about me, without me”).  Also need to 
acknowledge trade-offs—can’t keep adding initiatives without 
diluting all work of library.  Address money issues via a zero-
based budget to reassess to which area and why funding is 
allocated.  Where possible, provide supervisors with more control 
or influence over budget and resource allocation.  Increased 
funding for travel was also a common request. 

 
Visible Leadership Need more visible leadership—not just in meetings.  Faculty 

would benefit from more “face time” with leadership as well as 
having leadership express more interest in day-to-day activities.  

 
Enhanced UF Presence  Establish a more pro-active, visible role in the University of 

Florida community. 
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Salary Compression Develop a plan to address compression issues—and share what’s 
being done when progress is made. 

 
Recognition Celebrate accomplishments of faculty and staff—formally and 

informally.  Specific support was indicated for a tenured librarians 
event.   

 
Innovation/New ideas Encourage new ideas and provide more support for innovation, 

including funding/resources. 
 
Environment Create environment for faculty that encourages and allows 

research, concentration.  Improve physical environment (noise, air, 
water, lighting) for all and at all locations. 

 
Flex schedule   Provide more flexible schedules.  
 
Tenure Allocate more time formally for research activities and/or 

reconsider tenure criteria. 
 
 
Summary of Common Themes and General Recommendations 
 
In reviewing the comments provided during this activity, decision-making, feedback, 
recognition, formal and informal communication, visibility, as well as vision, priorities, and 
resources were common themes that emerged.   
 
Decision-Making  
 
It is clear that employees believe they need and would benefit from having more information 
about the decisions being made at the libraries.  When appropriate, they also would like to 
influence the decisions by being given an opportunity to provide input before the decisions are 
made.  Lastly, when decisions are made, there is a general sentiment that there should be follow-
through to ensure the decisions are implemented and that resources are allocated to support the 
decision’s impact. 
 
One employee, for example, noted that he or she would feel more empowered if he or she “was 
asked to think about issues.”  This sentiment—of wanting to be more involved in the decisions 
being made—was pervasive. 
 
As one employee put it, “Leadership makes bad decisions.  They make bad decisions because 
they make uninformed decisions.  They make uninformed decisions because they only listen to 
themselves.” 
 
In the event a decision is going to be made directly by leadership, the UF library faculty would 
benefit from being provided information about why the decision was made. 
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An employee noted, “Let all know what motivates the leadership to act or think the way they 
do.” 
 
Decision-making is central to creating an empowered workforce.  In his book From Sage to 
Artisan, author Stuart Wells asserts (p. 180), “Too often, empowerment simply means being held 
accountable for the results of one’s work, but without the power to decide, it is not true 
empowerment…”   
 
Clearly, with respect to creating an empowered workforce, identifying authentic ways to include 
employees—faculty and staff—in the decision-making process, when possible, is central.   
 
In his review of the process of decision-making in an organization, Wells outlines three scenarios 
(p. 181):  Times when leadership is going to make the decision independently, perhaps with 
some input from the group; times when the group will decide; and other times when a task force 
is formed to make a recommendation.   
 
The libraries seem to have embraced the use of committees and task forces as a way to 
supplement the decision-making process—to a point. 
 
The faculty members regularly noted that they would like for more people—or a broader range 
of employees—to be given an opportunity to participate on task forces/committees, and several 
suggested that staff members should also be able to participate.  Certain faculty members appear 
to participate too often (several mentioned that they were over-extended), while, again, many 
others mentioned that a broader range of employees should be able to participate.   
 
Equally as important as the representation on the committees was the concern that when 
committees did provide recommendations, some feedback or follow-up by leadership, on a 
timely basis, was needed.   
 
“Many of our reports and recommendations fall into a black hole,” said one employee.  “I would 
feel more empowered if I knew what happened to them.”  
 
Several suggested that committee minutes be provided.  “Make sure that all staff know who is 
working on what—communicate council, committee, and task force membership and minutes,” 
said one employee.  “This is especially important for new staff to understand committee 
structure.” 
 
One of the benefits of having a well-educated and professional work force is the ability to 
delegate and allow decision-making to be decentralized.  In general, human resources experts 
recommend that decision-making be delegated to the lowest level at which the decision can be 
made.   
 
When decisions are made at the top in the libraries, the feedback suggests they should be made 
more quickly, with less need for exhaustive review.  (“Can we do anything without studying it 
for a year?” asked one employee.)  Some tolerance for risk and “mistakes” must be personally 
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and organizationally cultivated.  Lastly, information about why a decision is being made should 
be provided so that all can develop a framework of understanding.  
 
As one employee said, “Allow faculty to make decisions for their areas rather than to wait for 
(administration).”  When decisions are made, “back up your people because they are capable.” 
 
According to James Kouzes and Barry Posner in their book The Leadership Challenge, “By 
consulting with others and getting them to share information, leaders make certain that people 
feel involved in making decisions that affect them.” (p. 283).  This creates a more empowered, 
engaged workforce and improves the quality of relationships. 
 
It also is important to note that levels of bureaucracy also may compound the decision-making 
process.   
 
“My colleagues would feel better about the administrations - faculty relations if there was a great 
deal less bureaucracy in everything the administration sets up.” 
 
Feedback 
 
The concept of sharing information was a theme that also presented itself as it relates specifically 
to feedback.  In general, feedback is essential for the workplace environment to improve—and 
the faculty members believe leadership must be more forthcoming in not only receiving it (when 
considering decisions as described above) but also in giving it. 
 
“We should not have to beg for feedback,” noted one employee.  Employees need responses to 
their e-mails, questions, reports, and activities from the leadership.  Noted one employee, “I feel 
my supervisor would be more empowered if her supervisor communicated by … answering e-
mails …” 
 
Another noted, he or she would benefit if “I got more feedback on my suggestions.” 
 
By providing regular feedback about suggestions and recommendations provided—as well as 
working to obtain feedback from the UF library faculty and staff especially when decisions need 
to be made—the UF library leadership would be taking an important step toward creating a more 
collaborative, empowered workforce. 
 
Other employees noted that an opportunity to give feedback to peers also would improve the 
workplace. 
 
“Let faculty (peers) play role in evaluating faculty – reverse pyramid,” said one employee. 
 
While the organization is not ready for a 360-degree evaluation process at this time, in the future, 
this may be of some interest for the leadership to consider.  Other opportunities for faculty to 
attend presentations or hear updates of work being done throughout the organization by their 
peers might speak to this interest more immediately. 
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Recognition 
 
According to Kouzes and Posner, effective leaders also engage in “Five Practices of Exemplary 
Leadership” (The Leadership Challenge, p. 13).  Based on more than twenty years of research 
focused on “personal-best leadership experiences,” their research asserts that leadership is not 
about personality—“it’s about practice.”  These five practices, therefore, are the “common 
patterns of action” that form the foundation for effective leadership. One of the five practices is 
“Encourage the Heart.” 
 
Leaders “Encourage the Heart” when they recognize contributions and look for opportunities to 
celebrate the work of their employees.  “Part of a leader’s job is to show appreciation for 
people’s contributions and to create a climate of celebration,” say Kouzes and Posner (The Five 
Practices of Exemplary Leadership, p.7).    
 
I “need to have good recognition and rewards,” said one employee.  “I want recognition by my 
supervisors that I’m doing a good job (or not).  I need to know what is expected from me so I can 
meet my performance goals and get rewarded (bonuses).” 
 
Another employee asked that administration understand “that pay is not a sole reward.  
Recognition of ideas is as important.”  
 
Making an effort to ensure general standards of civility (“thank you” and “please”) as well as 
looking at ways to provide flexibility in the workplace would be welcome additions to any effort 
that recognizes the efforts of employees. 
 
All of the comments related to the decision-making process, feedback, and recognition also 
suggest a culture that would dramatically improve if more emphasis were placed on informal and 
formal communication. 
 
Informal and Formal Communication 
 
In general, the faculty described a need for more formal and informal communication.  Formal 
meetings—including library-wide meetings as well as faculty forums—held on a regular basis 
were suggested.   
 
“I would feel more empowered,” one employee noted, if “there were a forum for discussing (not 
just hearing about) major changes/new directions for the library—a discussion across divisions.”   
This comment ties directly to the information described earlier about decision-making in the 
libraries. 
 
Informal opportunities to communicate, by seeing leadership more regularly “on the floor,” for 
example, also would be welcome. 
 
An employee noted that he or she would feel more empowered if “department and division 
(heads) of library (administration) took time to meet with us ‘on the shop floor’ rather than only 
in formal meetings.” 
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Research shows that while there are many ways for managers to communicate with their 
employees, the more effective procedures are informal rather than formal (Eitington, Winning 
Manager, p. 104).   
 
One of the most effective of these techniques is MBWA—Management by Walking Around.  
While hardly new, this approach continues to present itself in the literature as an important part 
of being an effective manager.  Some of the noted “psycho-dynamics of MBWA” include 
(Eitington, Winning Manager, p. 105): 
 

Reducing the “psychological size” of the manager 
 The leader’s status is “one of the greatest deterrents to free, easy, and 

authentic communication between bosses and their subordinates.”  Being 
seen more regularly would help de-mystify the role and demeanor of 
library leadership. 

 
Keeping in touch with your people 

 MBWA is a great way for a leader to “show interest in his (or her) 
subordinates, to learn of their needs, to offer help and advice, to gather 
valid information for better problem solving and decision making.” 

 
Building trust 

 “Because authentic (free, open) communication is essential to the 
willingness of employees to impart information, trust must be developed 
to ensure that genuineness.  MBWA is a basic trust-building device.  
People will share information with someone they know, respect, and trust.  
Conversely, they will be reluctant to communicate with a mystery man or 
woman.” 

 
“Trust” was an issue that was frequently expressed in the feedback provided.  A loop, of sorts, 
appears to be in place at the libraries.  Leaders must be more visible.  They must ask for and give 
feedback regularly—being aware of their impact on their employees’ willingness to share 
comments.  They should include employees in decision-making when possible and explain their 
decisions, including how resources are allocated.  In turn, this communication effort will help 
create a culture of trust, which will further encourage discussion and exchange of ideas. 
 
“Colleagues would benefit from leadership support of trust, respect, fair and equitable treatment 
at all levels across all units,” as one employee said. 
 
Opportunities for social interaction, a more organized way of introducing new employees, a staff 
newsletter that shares professional and personal successes all were mentioned as ways to 
increase the quality of communication in the organization.   
 
Additionally, the need for “cross-divisional communication” clearly was a priority for many in 
the organization.  Said one employee, “Take and share minutes of departmental meetings.”  
Another employee suggested, “Divisions can pair up for occasional meetings—CM & PS, CM & 
TS, PS & TS.” 
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This fundamental interest in the activities of the libraries—which presented itself repeatedly in 
the feedback provided—is an asset to the organization. 
 
“Communication skills are the key relationship building behaviors that people need to develop 
and utilize with their teammates.  Basically, communication is a matter of sharing information, 
listening effectively, and providing constructive feedback.  These skills are so … fundamental 
that they must be emphasized and reinforced …” (Huszczo, Tools for Team Excellence, p. 135). 
 
A general meeting structure to consider, based on suggestions provided by employees, might 
include a formal “State of the Library” meeting, attended by all faculty and staff, at which budget 
status, key decisions, fund-raising activities, department/divisional reports, and key professional 
achievements could be discussed and/or announced.  This (quarterly or semester meeting) could 
be complemented by regular and formal faculty forums (monthly) as well as informal “brown 
bag lunches” where faculty and interested staff could gather to discuss research, projects, 
navigating tenure, and other items of interest.   
 
These meetings could complemented by a monthly staff newsletter (print or electronic) as well as 
an annual “awards” ceremony that recognized the “librarian of the year,” “staff member of the 
year,” faculty accomplishments (including tenure), and other key issues for faculty and staff that 
were deserving of celebration. 
 
Vision, Priorities, Resources 
 
Leadership also would benefit from articulating its vision for the libraries and using that vision 
as a guide for establishing library priorities.   
 
Another of Kouzes and Posner’s “Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership” is “Inspire a Shared 
Vision” (The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership, p. 3).  Leaders “Inspire a Shared Vision” 
when they envision the future and enlist others in a common vision.  Effective leaders are 
“driven by their clear image of possibility and what their organization could become.”  To enlist 
people in a vision, leaders must get to know their employees.  “People must believe that leaders 
understand their needs and have their interests at heart.” 
 
This vision and priorities that are derived from that vision also should be aligned with the 
University’s overall academic mission and emphasis.  One employee made the recommendation, 
“Invite Bernie to address library faculty and staff on his vision of role of library and staff.”   
 
The way in which resources were aligned with these priorities also should be communicated—
that is, how resources are provided and to whom—should also be communicated so that all can 
understand.   
 
One employee offered the following as a colleague’s perspective:  “Where are our resources 
going?  Are all depts. of equal value?  Are we to concentrate on (for example) grad students?  
International programs and students?  How do we support the university’s stated emphasis?” 
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Another said, given scarce resources, “If we could all go in one direction together then it would 
be easier to allocate space, money, staff.” 
 
The faculty also requested more control or influence over how resources are allocated. 
 
One employee described the impact of not understanding the leadership’s vision very well.  He 
or she said: 
 

My perspective: 
(1) You need to have a shared vision within the whole organization.  A leader shouldn’t 
decide the direction an organization should go without consulting the faculty.  If faculty 
have a say and are in general agreement about what is important or what direction to take 
(what are the priorities), then the library/organization can move ahead as a unified group.  
It will be much more effective.  Having the administrative leaders just do what they want 
only angers and isolates the majority of followers/colleagues.  
 
(2) A good leader needs to interact (talk etc.) with people/faculty on a regular basis.  If I 
don’t see or talk to a leader/manager regularly, then it’s hard to have a relationship or 
dialogue with him/her.  

 
Salary compression and travel funds also were repeatedly mentioned as areas of concern.   
 
Visibility 
 
By being more visible, faculty members believe leaders would have a better understanding of the 
impact of their decisions on the resource allocation issue as well as on their staff.  This is critical 
to creating a more effective workplace.   
 
There are two aspects associated with “visibility”—for one, the faculty believe leaders need to be 
more visible in their workplace.   
 
“Could some admin representations show up at some departmental level presentations?  I don’t 
sense that they have any idea what we specifically do nor that they appreciate our efforts as 
individuals as opposed to the ‘we all work hard and deserve pay raises’ approach, which you 
need – but some individual recognition would be nice,” said one employee. 
 
Faculty, however, also believe that the UF library system needs to have a heightened presence at 
UF generally.  Many of the faculty believe the library would benefit from having a more visible 
presence with university leadership, including the president and deans.  This would allow the 
library to have a better sense of the university’s needs and the university administration, in turn, 
could gain a better appreciation of the library.   
 
“Libraries need to be more connected to other University colleges. More dean-to-dean 
communication,” said one employee. 
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Additional Common Concerns 
 
In addition to the common themes described above, there are some other common issues to 
consider—some of which relate to the “Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership” mentioned 
earlier.  In total, these five practices are: 
 

• Model the Way 
• Inspire a Shared Vision 
• Challenge the Process 
• Enable Others to Act 
• Encourage the Heart 

 
Effective  leaders “‘Challenge the Process’ by searching for opportunities and by experimenting, 
takings risks, and learning from mistakes.”  “Instead of trying to fix blame for mistakes, leaders  
learn from them and encourage others to do the same” (Kouzes and Posner, The Five Practices 
of Exemplary Leadership, p. 4).   
 
Employees should be encouraged to provide new ideas for innovation.  It should be perceived as 
being safe to express dissent or to offer suggestions about how to improve.  Some employees 
suggested that funding be provided to encourage or allow innovation. 
 
Tenure also was an issue for some—whether it was changing the criteria or providing more 
support for those who are seeking it.   
 
“Give faculty members the full benefit of their university mandated 10-20% ‘research time’ in 
view of the publication and research needed for tenure and promotion,” suggested one employee. 
  
Provide “… tenure-track (as opposed to tenured) faculty support groups where ‘sticky’ political 
or bureaucratic problems that interfere with maximum performance can be discussed and 
recommendations identified,” offered another. 
 
One employee noted the need for “more support for the intellectual side of building credentials 
for tenure/promotion.  Build a culture of idea sharing and cooperative research efforts.”  
 
Collaboration and better working relationships across the libraries and the various “silos” must 
also be encouraged and expected—not only as it relates to tenure.  Some in the leadership group 
are damaging their credibility by not being respectful of one another or of the faculty generally. 
 
“One director is very dismissive of the faculty.  A more collegial approach would help,” said one 
employee. 
 
According to Kouzes and Posner, the most important personal quality people look for and admire 
in a leader is personal credibility.  “Leaders ‘Model the Way’ by finding their voice and setting 
an example.”   Kouzes and Posner also assert that leaders “can’t simply impose their values on 
others and expect commitment.  They have to engage others in common aspirations” (The Five 
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Practices of Exemplary Leadership, p. 1).   By not working well with one another, the leaders are 
hurting their personal credibility. 
 
As one employee said, “Open, honest, safe communication that is not snotty, cynical or close 
minded/judgmental, is so important.  I’m relatively new and already I feel bent down …” 
 
Ultimately, effective leaders are “driven by their clear image of possibility and what their 
organization could become.”  To enlist people in a vision, leaders must get to know their 
employees.  “People must believe that leaders understand their needs and have their interests at 
heart.” 
 
As one employee said about how to improve faculty-administration relationships, “To have the 
feeling that our administrative team cares enough to at least visit all libraries, all departments at 
least once in a while so there is a feeling of really being a part of this large team.”  
 
Another employee said, in pertinent part:   
 
“I would benefit from clarity in organization values and demonstrated commitment of our 
leaders to support open communication and active and visible support of faculty by: 
 

• Developing trust in the organizational culture 
• Creating a more vital environment for creativity (mistakes are okay) 
• Involving a diverse committee membership (same people are always on committees)” 

 
There are many positive attributes associated with the UF libraries—capable employees who 
want to be more engaged, leaders who are concerned and willing to ask for feedback about how 
to improve, and a university setting that needs and values the services provided.  This summary, 
therefore, represents a beginning point for the organization to increase its effectiveness.  By 
adding formal and informal opportunities for communication as well as a more concerted 
emphasis on feedback and appreciation, the UF libraries are well positioned for the future. 
 

Jodi Gentry 
jodi-gentry@ufl.edu 

March 6, 2005 
 
While the above serves as a summary of common themes, there are many worthwhile 
suggestions that are not completely reflected.  The following captures the specific suggestions of 
the faculty at the February meeting. 
 
Transcribed Lists of All Comments  
 
I believe leadership at the libraries would be improved if … 
 
No hidden agendas on priorities or prompt decisions – let all know what motivates the leadership 
to act or think the way they do. 
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Support for Innovation – Time and Money 
 
Rotate dept chairs to develop leadership within organization 
 
Admin needs to be more proactive about the library’s role in UF environment 
 
My younger, newly arrived colleagues feel like there is no leadership – they are mystified by the 
lack of action 
 
Allow faculty to make decisions for their areas rather than to wait for admin. Decisions – back 
up your people because they are capable 
 
We should all share the commitment in leading the libraries 
 
The job of managing people is not why I became a librarian at all. 
 
Be part of the faculty community – not aloof 
 
Set priorities for the library faculty as a whole in terms of the entire unit’s goals in the ever-
changing education environment 
 
More timely response to submitted task group, etc. reports 
 
Priorities are set 
 
Leadership here is very top-down 
 
Leaders need to be more consistently visible 
 
My colleague would like to see more thorough guidance, but not strict rules from their leader 
 
Better connection to university goals 
 
Strong proponent of different criteria for librarian tenure than teaching research faculty 
 
Colleague’s perspective:  Where are our resources going?  Are all depts. of equal value?  Are we 
to concentrate on (for example) grad students?  International programs and students?  How do 
we support the university’s stated emphasis? 
Is there a way out of “learned helplessness”? 
 
Clarity of goals of the organization 
 
Explore, discuss, evaluate role of mid-management levels 
 
Lack of ability to see big picture 
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Colleagues would benefit from leadership support of trust, respect, fair and equitable treatment at 
all levels across all units 
 
Lack of consistency in organization 
 
Get us out of the TENURE game 
 
Praise and acknowledgment for work done 
 
Acknowledge the leadership occurs at many levels 
 
Advocacy – communicate efforts 
 
More consistency and realistic planning from mid-higher level leaders and willingness to speak 
plainly 
 
Leadership based on trust in faculty rather than lack of same.  Respect faculty – don’t fear 
faculty governance 
 
Be a role model in terms of Publishing and Professional service 
 
More support for the intellectual side of building credentials for tenure/promotion.  Build a 
culture of idea sharing and cooperative research efforts. 
 
Give us nine-month contracts with ability to raise and keep (a portion of) growth funds (to 
enhance our work and travel)…as do other faculty outside the library 
 
Provide inspiration to do great things 
 
Willing to collaborate on projects 
 
Lack of decision making in organization 
 
More faculty interaction – social business faculty meetings 
 
Take initiative and responsibility in work results 
 
Ours truly disdains its faculty (sorry, but the feeling is widespread).  It’s nearly impossible to 
speak with our administration.  When we do, they almost always blow us off. 
 
Staff meetings to communicate and discuss admin. Decisions and future direction. 
 
Better document support that exists for staff 
 
Ability to be fair and treat people with respect 
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Frustrating for us (I think?) to have to fight over scarce resources.  If we could all go in one 
direction together than it would be easier to allocate space, money, staff. 
 
Delegate authority as well as responsibility 
 
Flatten the hierarchy – too many levels 
 
Make decisions more quickly 
 
Decisive leadership on all levels 
 
Lack of follow through in the organization 
 
Be an advocate with university administration for better funding (collections and salaries) 
 
Leadership which is proactive – willing to fight for library and for faculty even at risk to self 
 
Leadership decisions are acted upon 
 
Innovation and achievement relative to peers 
 
My staff don’t understand the stresses I’m under or the scope of my job 
 
More visibility on campus for library issues 
 
Let faculty (peers) play role in evaluating faculty – reverse pyramid ▼ 
 
Don’t wait for leadership, be a leader 
 
My supervisor would like to see continued advancement in leadership roles through 
participation…self motivated 
 
Middle management tries to fill in the gaps in leadership but feel like they are working in a 
vacuum 
 
Coordinate goals and objectives for overall understanding of where institution is going 
 
Lead by listening then act 
 
Support, coach, and lead dept faculty – bring them together in teams yet recognize individual 
efforts 
 
Proactive decision making rather than reactive 
 
Leader needs to make a decision and stick with it 
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Received and provided support in organization.  Ability to think independently and act upon it in 
appropriate manner.  Have intelligence 
 
Should have a clear idea of the direction of this library system – what is no longer important?  
What replaces which functions?  Where do we make cuts? 
 
Supervisor should be willing and able to delegate the work and give others a chance to show 
what they can do 
 
My staff need more resources (staff, $$$, time) 
 
My supervisor would benefit from more leadership skills demonstrated by her supervisor 
 
Willing to delegate authority and responsibility 
 
Allow them to lead 
 
Ability to offer more concrete rewards to staff 
 
More willingness of leaders to acknowledge value of staff contributions to library success 
 
My supervisor would like to feel that the administration and he are on the same page.  However, 
the administration has its own agenda. 
 
Appreciation for questions asked and answered by staff 
 
Action on recommendations  
 
More cooperation from fellow leaders at the same level, among departments of the library 
 
Talk to all staff, the new monthly updates are great.  Keep doing them.  Eventually people will 
speak up and ask questions. 
 
More recognition for job well done 
 
Demonstrated commitment to staff needs, concerns, etc. 
 
Strong proponent of staff salary increases with UF Admin/ board of trustees 
 
Clearly defined goals and mission statements in departments as well as for libraries as a whole 
 
CLEAR GOALS 
 
Staff understanding and demonstrating resources to outcomes relationship (esp. demonstrating).  
Too often see the demon in demonstrating, nice if leaders saw and recognized the details and the 
demons in their work. 
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Improved communication regarding decision-making process and more staff input. 
 
Willing to listen and learn from me 
 
Receive support and clear instruction can express themselves openly and feel being heard 
 
Leaders should show respect and treat others well for their abilities 
 
I believe they think us quite rudderless.  Even the librarians don’t get to share much in decisions.  
The technical staff has even less knowledge of where we’re heading, or why.  They merely 
execute orders.  Therefore, what they see looks kind of senseless and static. 
 
More involvement with leaders 
 
No leadership by admin – they are not getting along themselves 
 
Communication to all levels 
 
Be more visible and engaged in library activities at all levels 
 
More involvement – better communication 
 
Staff would benefit from supervisor positive reinforcement of good work 
 
Make everyone feel that leadership is at the helm of a great ship that is part of the UF Flagship 
fleet! 
 
Staff would like leaders to show genuine concern for staff as a “person” 
 
More structured environment 
 
Sometimes I feel they don’t trust us to do our jobs 
 
Decisions should not be made without resources.  Don’t begin a new service with no new staff. 
 
Better communication of goals and achievements, where staff fit 
 
Understand the impact of new technologies and new formats on my job 
 
I wouldn’t feel so put upon when my supervisor takes a day for “research” if we had adequate 
staff to cover their absence. 
 
Show the world what you are, and you’ll get recognition 
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Eliminate gap or perceived gap between librarians and staff.  Do they contribute to the direction 
of department? 
 
More openness to perspectives and concerns of lower-level staff 
 
Need to articulate new model for library – traditional services and all the resources tied to them 
obsolete 
 
Communicate to staff their importance as members and their role as players/contributors to the 
overall library mission.  Recognize their union. 
 
Needs to be kept informed ASAP of policy/procedural changes if it affects them – preferably 
ahead of time with rationale given for the change 
 
Understanding that:  Resources in – products out.  No resources in – hardship.  (I’m losing my 
hair; it’s tired of spinning gold) 
 
Planning for upcoming retirements 
 
Avoid lemming syndrome.  New Yorker cartoon several years ago.  “What lemmings think”  
Instead of plummeting over the edge, lemmings think they will fly into the sky. 
 
Encourage enthusiasm – don’t knock it or deride it 
 
How library vision relates to unit objectives (and communication of that idea) 
 
Invite Bernie to address library faculty and staff on his vision of role of library and staff 
 
I would like to feel that we are not spreading ourselves too thin in our quest to be good leaders.  I 
believe we need to manage or concentrate on fewer goals actually.  Let’s do those goals that we 
deem priorities correctly and sufficiently. 
 
I think Dale sits back and watches the 4 ADs fight it out.  I don’t sense any mission/vision from 
her.  I need to be inspired, not told to go read a dumb website.  Lead me! 
 
More vision and enthusiasm for the creative ways on which technology can transform our 
jobs/roles as library faculty. (My perspective) 
 
Realistic acknowledgement of importance of day-to-day operations.  
 
Goals realistic and not idealistic and grandiose.  
 
Leadership is seen as more than “management.”  That is – a shared vision which is more than a 
list of tasks. 
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I wish our director would visit our department and have a “Bob Graham” day to see what we do 
… I have been here a long time and have yet to see her.  
 
Bring leadership in line with the current time and not in the past when Dewey Reigned Supreme. 
 
Training and Development – why so confusing?  Be more open and give us (on tenure track), 
more guidelines.  We should not have to beg. 
 
See library become a player in campus politics. (My perspective) 
 
Support of decisions made. 
 
Willing to delegate authority and responsibility. (My perspective) 
 
When the present Dean arrived she had a clear, strong vision of how she wanted the library to 
change, including closing the card catalog, embracing the OPAC, and forming a Department of 
Collection Management.  

Does anyone believe she’s had any comparable sense of mission and direction in the 
decade since those ideas were put in place?  (We’re marching in place as an institution!) (My 
perspective) 
 
Stick to priorities – It seems that there is a “project of the month” when it comes to support. (My 
perspective) 
 
Powerful representation within University – Dean = University Librarian 
Make an environment that makes us proud to be part of this library and a librarian.  Go out and 
get money.  Be more visible among library staff and on campus. (My perspective) 
 
Support for special projects; encouragement for participating in them.  From the group as a 
whole, not just the administration.  (My perspective) 
 
Acknowledgement good work, expertise. (My perspective) 
 
More inspiration. (My perspective) 
 
Communicating the goals clearly and in many different ways – not just in annual formal setting. 
 
I am in a leadership position and I don’t know if I am doing well.  Are good leaders born or 
raised?  What trainings do I need? 
 
Administration empowering librarians. (My perspective)  
 
Leadership makes bad decisions. They make bad decisions because they make uninformed 
decisions. They make uninformed decisions because they only listen to themselves. (My 
perspective) 
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My perspective: 
(1)  You need to have a shared vision within the whole organization.  A leader shouldn’t decide 
the direction an organization should go without consulting the faculty.  If faculty have a say and 
are in general agreement about what is important or what direction to take (what are the 
priorities), then the library/organization can move ahead as a unified group.  It will be much 
more effective.  Having the administrative leaders just do what they want only angers and 
isolates the majority of followers/colleagues.  
(2)  A good leader needs to interact (talk etc.) with people/faculty on a regular basis.  If I don’t 
see or talk to a leader/manager regularly, then it’s hard to have a relationship or dialogue with 
him/her. Ok see other questions for the issue of communication and accountability. 
 
I don’t think the people above know what I have to deal with in terms of workload.  
 
More direct talks among leaders and staff at various levels about work and problems. (My 
perspective) 
 
I can’t be successful on my own – my performance is judged through the actions of others. 
 
Positive leadership goals – less negativity – more focus on doing well with given resources.  
 
Can we do anything without studying it for a year? 
 
How are library concerns being communicated to Tigert? (My perspective) 
 
No one is looking at the future, i.e. retirements, transition to new director etc. 
 
My perspective: 
 I would benefit from clarity in organization values and demonstrated commitment of our 
leaders to support open communication and active and visible support of faculty by: 

• Developing trust in the organizational culture 
• Creating a more vital environment for creativity (mistakes are okay) 
• Involving a diverse committee membership (same people are always on committees)  
• Reinventing jobs (job sculpting); for using older faculty more effectively. 

 
Seniority and experience given more value. (My perspective) 
 
Selective emphasis on organizational goals (not laundry list of all good things) 
 
Influence among/with UF Administration and Deans concerning library. 
 
We are all leaders. We all share responsibility for success. (My perspective) 
 
Ability to move from abstract to concrete; i.e. take an idea and put it into action. 
 
Better engagement by upper administration.  Visit more than the main library. (My perspective) 
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Play active role in charting the future. (My perspective) 
 
Better sense that my decisions will be honored. (My perspective) (for my staff) 
 
Ability to lead with vision, balance, conviction, standing up to other university units when 
necessary. Sell our services. 
 
Need more regular communication plus inspiration from top. (seems to be improving lately) 
 
Faculty need to have awareness or their unique responsibility to lead at their levels. (My 
perspective) 
 
Someone who can make educated decisions and follow through.  
 
Someone that interacts with organization to show caring and help motivate.  To know they care.  
 
What are the library administration’s priorities?  What are specific areas of emphasis for this 
library?  Everything?  (impossible)  Where are we heading?  What is the plan to get there? 
 
 
My perspective: 

Need to have good recognition and rewards.  I want recognition by my supervisors that 
I’m doing a good job (or not).  I need to know what is expected from me so I can meet my 
performance goals and get rewarded (bonuses). 

New people can’t get an “exceeds expectations” and a good pay bonus.  That’s stupid!!!  
If I work hard, I don’t want to be cheated on my bonus.  Otherwise, I lose motivation and don’t 
want to work hard. 

Also, if you make bonuses merit based, then don’t give big bonuses to employees who 
have been at UF a long time and you feel sorry they haven’t been getting enough money for cost 
of living.  Give a raise based on hard work (merit) not because they have been here a long time. 
Not Fair!!! 
 
I wish I knew what our “vision” was… and no, it’s not just a statement on a web page buried on 
our website. (My perspective) 
 
A true, good, dynamic leader LEADS and inspires by example.  The smaller, shortened addition 
to L.W. is a testament to the libraries marginalization on campus.  Our director should have been 
p.o.’d and on the president’s doorstep…ours just took it. (My perspective) 
 
I would feel more inspired to publish/do more research if I saw that in my administrator/leaders.  
 
More questions than dictates. (My perspective) 
 
Either be active and participate in many aspects of organization or if spending time away then 
show concrete results (fundraising, wider political benefits, etc.) 
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Having a sense of unity throughout the library.  There is a lot is feelings of division. (My 
perspective) 
 
More shared decisions making with faculty. (My perspective) 
 
Create environment where faculty interacts more (e.g. hold Directors Luncheons where faculty 
can informally discuss research/professional activities) (My perspective) 
 
More decisive action – make decision no matter how difficult it may be and then tell us who 
made it and why.  
 
I would like an attempt on part of dean/directors to “rally the troops” around initiatives, inspire 
and lead toward goals. (My perspective) 
 
Judgment and accountability - Make choices and accept the results, rather than blaming outside 
forces for lack of resources.  
 
Libraries need to be more connected to other University colleges. More dean-to-dean 
communication. (My perspective) 
 
Better follow-up – ongoing process. (My perspective) 
 
 
I (or my supervisor, colleagues, or staff ) would feel more empowered if …  
 
Give staff authority for making decisions about workflow.  (Staff Perspective) 
 
More grassroots decision making.  
 
I would feel more empowered if I felt safe about speaking up on library issues. I knew more 
about the library budget, contingency funds, etc. 
 
More venues (and more convenient) for dialogue 
 
Initiative would be encouraged more and related to organization success. (Staff Perspective) 
 
If clearer, more direct response to chief concerns. (Staff Perspective) 
 
New system for fund.  Management complicated, requires much effort to do simple things. (Staff 
Perspective) 
 
Staff would be more empowered if they were given authority with their responsibilities, and 
more input into decisions.  
 
Was asked to think about issues. 
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More training was available.  My input was considered and used in making decisions. (Staff 
Perspective) 
 
To see their ideas informing a process/product. (Staff Perspective) 
 
More direct talking between those performing tasks and the levels of administration governing 
what they do. (Staff Perspective) 
 
Would like to hear more about the decision-making process and have a clearer understanding of 
it all.  (Staff Perspective) 
 
To understand (to see Admin understand) that pay is not a sole reward.  Recognition of ideas is 
as important. (Staff Perspective) 
 
Recognition in form of reward (not necess. Fiscal) (Staff Perspective) 
 
More authority to make a decision. 
 
To see resources follow (trickle down) mandates.  
 
I would feel more empowered if more control over budget. 
 
Given more responsibility for budget expenditures in all categories of responsibility. (My 
Perspective) 
 
I could focus on my department initiatives rather than those from above. (My Perspective) 
 
Frank challenging discussion. (My Perspective) 
 
More opportunities for staff to refine and change workloads and procedures. (Staff Perspective) 
 
To see administrators roll up their sleeves to work on the nitty gritty (to know I’m not alone; to 
feel my problems are understood) (My Perspective) 
 
I feel empowered from leader but not always from colleagues.  
 
These are very complex libraries.  Supervisors need to share power but very carefully!! (My 
Supervisor’s Perspective) 
 
Required to do work traditionally done by professionals.  Some institutions have very strict 
regulations about who can do what. (Staff Perspective) 
 
I would feel more empowered if there were increased travel allocations.  
 
If decisions were collegial rather than top down.  
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“Rank and File” Faculty membership on library council on decision-making bodies. (Self and 
colleague Perspective) 
 
Clear statements of procedures and hierarchy should be readily available when it comes to 
committee membership or special projects.  
 
More communication from upper admin. 
 
My supervisor would feel empowered if his decisions were validated by the administrators.  
 
Better communication of ideas. (Supervisor’s Perspective) 
 
Better funding. (all levels) 
 
Library-wide goals and objectives were formed with less “silos” (My Perspective) 
 
If her staff consistently thought about the whole department, not their units first.  
 
Department and Division of Library admin took time to meet with us “on the shop floor” rather 
than only in formal meetings.  
 
I knew that admin would not second-guess committee recommendations—provide a timely and 
complete response to the committees they form.  Why aren’t recommendations being accepted? 
 
The divisions were all working toward the same goals 
 
Faculty had a more direct role in job search/employment of professional colleagues (not simply 
advisory but an interactive role with mediation by administration) 
 
If the limitations of our catalog did not dictate our policies 
 
I weren’t always coping with urgencies 
 
If we didn’t have to make decisions based on cost 
 
If my supervisor were not burdened with bureaucratic requirements that seem to have little 
payoff or payoff that doesn’t benefit in the same ratio to the amount of time and effort required. 
 
Faculty had regular opportunities to meet together and discuss issues of important to libraries … 
and if those discussions were part of admin agenda at formal meetings 
 
If this person had more control over committee assignments for him/herself rather than only 
invitation to be part, it were more acceptable to volunteer or almost “demand” to be on a  
committee.  This is especially if the person could justify why they should be a part of something 
they were not invited to. 
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If I didn’t have so many meetings to attend 
 
When he/she is listened to 
 
I would like to feel confident there would be no recrimination if I voiced opposition to an 
administrative decision 
 
Faculty have a say/vote in major decisions of the library. Perhaps have a library “town meeting” 
to hear proposals/ideas and then vote on what should be done.  Directors, etc., would then follow 
the major vote as a guideline for implementing change.  There has to be system in place that has 
checks and balances.  It will help make sure things are done and suggestions aren’t just thrown 
aside and the leadership does what they want anyway (regardless if a majority of faculty wants 
something different).   
 
If our suggestions/voice were actually considered not filed away somewhere 
 
Not talk/say the same thing over and over and nothing gets done 
 
There is a regularly issued faculty “sheet” to inform about managerial decisions (i.e., better 
communication to promote sense of empowerment) 
 
If I didn’t answer to as many people 
 
If the staff member felt comfortable with making decisions that may be outside of strict written 
job assignments, but still in the range of responsibilities 
 
I was consulted before changes were made to workflow –want input to be valued 
 
More opportunities to serve on task forces and committees 
 
More participation in hiring process 
 
I would feel empowered if the administrators set agendas and then got out of the way! Too often 
they want to control how tasks are performed, forgetting perhaps their staff consists of trained 
and seasoned professionals 
 
I would hope my supervisor and his/her advocacy would be listened to by upper administration 
and a clear rationale provided for that decision 
 
More appreciation and understand of libraries’ role on campus 
 
Empowered is  hard word to define—safe—why don’t we feel safe?  Climate where ways can be 
challenged … sort-of 
 
Feel trusted 
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Establish funding opportunities for innovation 
 
More control of work schedules and assignments 
 
Had more resources (fiscal and personnel) to get the job done 
 
More control over resources and rewards 
 
Staff would feel more empowered if awarded (monetary) were more abundant 
 
If information flow about budgets, expenditures, and projections was clearer and available in a 
more timely manner—less “flying blind” 
 
I would feel empowered if I could have more training/travel 
 
Our staff members would feel more empowered if they had tangible evidence (in the form of 
salaries and career prospects) that their thankless labor was genuinely appreciated 
 
My supervisor would feel more empowered if there were available monetary awards for job done 
over and above expectations 
 
If I was evaluated for my work and compensated accordingly 
 
Discrete “everyday” recognition of successes (pat on the back) 
 
Staff member—be more informed about library policies and programs 
 
My supervisor would feel more empowered if kept informed of all issues/events/problems, etc., 
affecting those he supervises.  Does not want to be in the dark. 
 
Recognition of good ideas 
 
If those who speak up were not ignored or marginalized 
 
Many of our reports and recommendations fall into a black hole—I would feel more empowered 
if I knew what happened to them 
 
(If) I knew some decisions were being discussed—not always aware before decision 
 
More collaboration between divisions 
 
Most feel challenged and committed to work—more communication would increase a collective 
power 
 
If I got back comments, feedback concerning a request or a statement in disagreement 
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My recommendations were analyzed, understood, resulted in actions/improvements 
 
Had a voice in choices made at department level 
 
My perspective – stuff/ideas I had were listened to and acted upon.  This is much better lately. 
 
Could have more communication with management group 
 
Provide forums for generating innovation 
 
Staff would feel more empowered if they were asked about their activities at staff meetings 
 
Staff opinions were given more weight in decision making.  After all they do the work on a daily 
basis. 
 
If their ideas are respected as contributing members of larger organization 
 
Opportunities for direct contact between USPS and TEAMS and ALEPH/PeopleSoft 
implementers 
 
I enjoy a wide latitude of decision making in my responsibilities already 
 
Part of decision making 
 
If leadership met with faculty in all-faculty group on a regular basis 
 
Create forums for staff feedback on policy 
 
Knowledge that their decisions will stick or know why not 
 
Empowerment—is it control only?  Or it is ongoing endeavor to understand 
 
Reasons for decisions were shared 
 
Ability to make and enact decisions without administrative input 
 
My supervisors more empowered if decisions were discussed with staff and got the benefit of our 
experience 
 
Better listening by decision makers 
 
My colleagues would feel more empowered if they felt they were more a part of decision  
making processes from the “top” 
 
Opinion was asked more often, asked to respond to ideas 
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I was aware of large-scale projects or decisions before they were finalized 
 
There were a forum for discussing (not just hearing about) major changes/new directions for the 
library—a discussion across divisions 
 
If rationale for major decisions were explained to all affected by the decision (for example, many 
people do NOT understand why aleph was chosen but do feel most procedures take much more 
time to do).  Emphasis NOT on aleph but the rationale for choosing the system 
 
More warning when policies or goals are going to shift 
 
Collegial response to ideas from administrators (at all levels) 
 
If new ideas were appreciated 
 
More opportunities to evaluate my supervisor and colleagues 
 
More input 
 
I feel my supervisor would be more empowered if her supervisor communicated by: 
Answering e-mails 
Acknowledging challenges 
Mentored and coached 
Made regular visits to  unit 
 
We actually got feedback from the directors re: committee surveys/recommendations 
 
Supervisors received formal evaluations submitted by their faculty/staff on a regular basis 
 
I got more feedback on my suggestions 
 
I would feel more empowered if the faculty had a more structured mechanism for forming and 
populating committees (e.g., let faculty volunteer for committee service) 
 
There is a periodic faculty forum where issues relating to work on a “macro” level could be 
discussed 
 
There are tenure-track (as opposed to tenured) faculty support groups where “sticky” political or 
bureaucratic problems that interfere with maximum performance can be discussed and 
recommendations identified 
 
More opportunities to interact with library administration outside of formal meetings 
 
I would feel more empowered if we had empowerment as an organizational norm—a culture that 
valued individual empowerment with authority and responsibilities across library units and 
departments.  I would feel more empowered if faculty union were certified. 
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I feel my colleagues would be more empowered with the faculty union certified.  The feedback 
from above (UF Admin) is so negative,  And if we had regular (periodic) feedback on our work 
for the library administration 
 
Other than full-time tenured positions had same privileges as colleagues.  I seem to be battling to 
attend classes, meetings, etc. 
 
Provide leadership opportunities for untenured librarians 
 
Why only four senators? 
 
Some are not provided opportunities to serve on committees 
 
If more people were empowered—same individuals get appointed to task forces, committees, 
etc. 
 
Give staff vote on committees 
 
Staff in my department would be more empowered if they served on more committees/task 
forces 
 
Appointment in department and library committees 
 
Limit committee assignments (so that we aren’t spread so thin) 
 
Task force and committee recommendations were acted upon 
 
Other groups/committees/ideas/comments were listened to and acted upon.  Ex.  Recognition and 
Reward Committee report was, in my mind, ignored for months and the only reason the e-mail 
went out from Trudi was because we asked.  We should not have to beg for feedback. 
 
Could have more mentoring 
 
More respect shown (to staff) for the knowledge base they provide 
 
If there was enough manpower to cover all service desks sufficiently in spite of all staff having 
to attend numerous committee meetings, some times overlapping. 
 
I would feel more empowered if:   

1. I didn’t have so many responsibilities and could focus on fewer areas and do each 
one better.  Having someone assigned to help me would allow me to do this—a 
paid regular employee, not a student 

2. I had more time for research and (therefore) publication 
3. I had more travel support 
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When he/she feels an important part of the organization 
 
In supporting a colleague’s initiative, for an individual or group process/issue.  I am hopeful 
administration would take it seriously and respond in a timely fashion. 
 
My colleagues would feel empowered if he knew that his decisions and work were held in high 
regard 
 
I would feel more empowered if I were appointed to a committee that actually had a real voice 
 
The recommendations of my search committee seemed to matter 
 
My colleagues would feel more empowered if less of the materials budget were spend at the 
private whim of the associate director for collection management 
 
If physical/financial resources were available to see through a project 
 
Supervisor ability to staff department in direction of their vision for the future 
 
If I was not so constrained by bureaucracy when it comes to hiring or replacing staff when 
vacancies arise. 
 
Involvement in salary negotiations with new hires 
 
Less micro-management 
 
I didn’t have to get approval from 3 different levels of management 
 
See results quickly 
 
He wasn’t micromanaged by his boss—that they trusted his capabilities more 
 
Far less of their time were consumed with administrative routing and trivia 
 
Would feel more empowered if recommendations were acted upon (or not) more quickly and 
decisively 
 
Quicker response to administrative requests 
 
I think my supervisor is probably doing ok in this area.  She seems to get done what she 
thinks/feels needs to be done.  She has a rich, strong voice in the library. 
 
(Staff)  This one is tough.  If boss is good (ex., forwards an excellent suggestion up chain from a 
USPS) then staff is empowered.  However, we don’t all have great bosses 
 
Better relationship and support with upper library and university administration 
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If policies and procedures were documented and stable 
 
I know this probably appears somewhere, but to be empowered, is to understand what the 
libraries are 
 
What is realistic?  Not everyone can be in control.  Key is to communicate 
 
If I had data on number of librarians now vis-à-vis 10 years ago and number of staff now vis-à-
vis 10 years ago, and size of enrollment now vis-à-vis 10 years ago 
 
More information = more power—example, access to OPS budget in PeopleSoft, training with 
Aleph reports, etc. 
 
Close libraries 2 hours per month to allow all to attend department or library-wide meetings (esp. 
those with pub svc. resp.) 
 
Increased knowledge of activities in other departments 
 
I would feel more empowered if there were more opportunity to share what I’m doing with other 
faculty and staff 
 
When apprised of my and my staff activities regarding reaching the library’s goals 
 
More priority given to library development issues—fdn 
 
Less predetermined views limiting choices, directions 
 
Had stronger support and more resources 
 
They were given more opportunity and creativity to choose projects.  There were some regular 
faculty-only department meetings 
 
More empowered if trusted like the other campus faculty with greater independence 
 
Allowed to take risks 
 
Less presumption that I only can contribute in my specialty 
 
I would feel better about Faculty and Administration Relations if … 
 
 
More timely communication of important issues affecting general staff. (Staff perspective) 
 
Indication from administration that suggestions are heard/valued. (Staff perspective) 
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More information generally. (Staff perspective) 
 
My colleagues would feel better about the administrations faculty relations if there was a great 
deal less bureaucracy in everything the administration sets up. 
 
Respect for how much they know and how much they allow us to provide the services we do. 
(Staff perspective) 
 
I would feel better about faculty – administration relation if the Dean came out and invested 
herself a lot more in daily operations.  She’s nice when you see her – it’s just far too rarely. 
 
Clean lines of reporting. (Staff perspective) 
 
More opportunities for interacting on regular basis. (Staff perspective) 
(Staff perspective) 
Transparent and up-to-date communications both ways. (Staff perspective) 
 
More contact and communication with staff.  (Staff perspective) 
 
Respect as an equal part of the organization. Not marginalized. (Staff perspective) 
 
They don’t understand my work experience. 
 
Feeling that department’s needs are recognized. (Staff perspective) 
 
Recognition that “I” have a life. (Staff perspective) 
 
Less pressure on faculty who supervises to perform outside area of responsibility. (Staff 
perspective) 
 
More collaboration in understanding and supporting organizational/staff record.  
 
Staff should view dynamics of faculty – Admin relations as the key to a library’s vitality; Staff 
should also be encouraged to add to this vitality. 
 
To see upper management members in their midst, no matter how small their job or of part time, 
that they are a part of a large team and what they do matters / is appreciated / is recognized. 
(Staff perspective) 
 
If more informal communication existed / less mystery would be better. Policies were easier to 
understand. (Staff perspective) 
 
Big decisions get made without regard to affect on “little people.” (Staff perspective) 
 
More respect of front line staff. (Staff perspective) 
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Support staffs are the key. Senior staffs need more recognition – often the backbone of many 
departments. 
 
Recognition of the APA Union. 
 
I think there is cynicism and doubt among staff about how relations could be improved. (Staff 
perspective) 
 
Seeing their bosses respected by the administration with more collaboration. (Staff perspective) 
 
TRICKLE-UP forming (some) goals/objectives from every level of organization. (Staff 
perspective) 
 
Staff members would benefit if faculty- administration relations were such that we care about 
their well-being, work satisfactions etc. (Staff perspective) 
 
More direct communication with staff. (Staff perspective) 
 
Method of drawing opinions, perspective, or input (guidance) from a director on any given issue. 
Not formalized, but a method of fostering openness in exchange of opinion.  
(My Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Again, a regular channel of communication of some sort to make staff aware of decisions that are 
“in the works.” Something to make them feel like they are not so in the dark about the library’s 
future. (Staff perspective) 
 
Communication of committee/task force decisions. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Faculty governance. Less faculty/admin demarcating. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Share the wealth/spread the power.  Technology is cool and sexy, but it should not take over the 
library. 
 
Administration model expectations in the area of publishing. (Colleague’s perspective and self 
perspective) 
 
More involvement with day-to-day activities. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
To have the feeling that our administrative team cares enough to at least visit all libraries, all 
departments at least once in a while so there is a feeling of really being a part of this large team. 
(Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Clear understanding re. tenure requirements and status. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
More consistently direct guidance of areas of the library to improve coordinated efforts. 
(Colleague’s perspective) 
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All would benefit if we had improved method for forming committees and selecting members to 
serve – more faculty input. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Would like admin to be more coming with decisions affecting staff in many areas. (Colleague’s 
perspective) 
 
More opportunities for collaborative assessment of library operations.  
 
Set up regular faculty meetings = departmental and library-wide = to lessen divide, improve 
communication, develop collegial governance. (Colleague’s perspective and my perspective) 
 
Teamwork. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
They don’t seem to work together very well – how can they lead us? 
 
More informal interaction (we don’t know each other). (Colleague’s, self and staff’s perspective) 
 
Honest, constructive and supportive communication. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
More top to middle (bottom).  Direct communications (e.g., Martha’s periodic emails to staff at 
results, directions) (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Department colleagues and faculty colleagues library wide concerns regarding work/reward 
issues are addressed.  
 
Opportunities for collaboration, open communication between departments.  
 
Dean/directors meet regularly with departments – don’t rely on department chairs to 
communicate everything. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Faculty governance. (Colleague’s and self perspective) 
 
Know that committee reports will be acted upon. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Better recognition of achievement (Both group and individuals) (Colleague’s, Supervisor’s, 
staff’s, and self perspective) 
 
Admin. Communicated goals and objectives in a timely and consistent manner-rather than 
having ad hoc activities (such as numerous reckless projects) dropped on us at any moment.  
 
My colleagues definitely want more participation in the decision-making process.  
 
More interaction with directors – so some can see big picture.  
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Faculty need to be more assertive and open with admin; Admin should be more receptive to 
faculty.  
 
Voice in decision making. (Colleague’s and self perspective) 
 
Colleague’s perspective: 
My colleague’s perspective, I believe mirrors mine.  I believe my colleagues would benefit from 
having support in getting faculty union certified.  And by the admin demonstrating that they care 
about our well-being on a day-to-day basis.  
 My colleagues would benefit from an organizational values clarification process between 
faculty and library admin. 
 
More collaboration with other departments/divisions. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Some initiatives seem “here today gone tomorrow.” (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Shared responsibility regarding committee assignment (some have many, others have none) 
(Colleague’s and self perspective) 
 
(To) Not expect more of librarians than teaching/research faculty. Librarians are unique faculty. 
 
If admin participated in research and writing as faculty are expected to do. (Colleague’s 
perspective) 
 
More participation in UF committees.  
 
Directors and department heads know that their performance were under review by their staff 
and supervisors on a regular basis. (not necessarily annual)  
 
Need a formal way for faculty to share concerns – and have them truly addressed by admin. 
(Colleague’s perspective) 
  
Greater input in library decisions. (Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Division directors attended more department meetings on regular basis (not all, quarterly?) 
 
Would like to see more initiative on staff part to become a part of admin.’s decision-making 
process. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
More acknowledgement of challenges faced and met with limited resources available. 
(Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Admin is supportive, but we have to make a case for everything we want to do.  
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I think my supervisor does ok (but not great) at communications with me. (I guess she does OK 
with her boss) Communication is a key.  I don’t like huge decisions being made with no input. 
(barcodes) 
 
Faculty governance. Less faculty/admin demarcation. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
My supervisor would feel better about faculty – administration relation if the A.D. for 
Collections actually followed through on commitments made by the dean verbally.  
 
Should know that reports/action items will be acted on, or know why not. Response 
(Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Give credit to opinion of chair - don’t “ignore” some chairs while paying too much attention to 
others. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
To know they will be backed up, not ignored, when they take on a difficult personnel problem. 
(Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
If admin would help work out problems between departments. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Verbalize concerns. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Able / empower to communicate more of what lies behind decisions. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
More receptive to input. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
More communication of reasons behind decisions.  
 
My supervisor is doubtful about shared governance.  He is cynical and hopeless. 
 
Mid-management must be brought into the decision-making process.  
 
Better appreciation by administration for needs of clerical and technical support. (Supervisor’s 
perspective) 
 
Better communication about wants from each department and action plans.  
 
Honest, constructive, and supportive communication. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Better communication of library-wide objectives and how departmental initiatives fit in. 
(Supervisor’s, self, colleague’s, and staff’s  perspective) 
 
There is open communication with and rapid response time from the higher levels on 
professional and personal issues the faculty members feel are important. (Supervisor’s 
perspective) 
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Regular meetings with faculty in the department. (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Understands / recognizes increased workload pressures and works towards/ facilitates relations 
to support these increased work demands.  (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Relationship good.  
 
My supervisor would benefit by knowing what the library admin.’s priorities (and values) are, 
clearly stated. OR Developed in a collaborative process. 
 
That they feel their opinions and suggestions are being listened to or implemented (instead of 
being ignored). (Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Supervisor should host informal get-togethers to help serve as problem-solving sessions. 
(Supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Training and Development – new mentor group is good start, but need to do more than go to a 
bar. Speakers? Packet Reviews? 
 
I would like to see all of our administrators out roaming around the libraries, stopping to briefly 
talk directly with all levels of staff. Show their faces, ask whatever they would like, comment 
(especially on the positive) – just interact (no, not every day or week, but periodically) (My 
perspective) 
 
More input, more awareness/interest in day-to-day activities, instead of high-profile projects.  
(My perspective) 
 
There is a mechanism in place to get better feedback on the feedback individual faculty members 
provide to administration in response to annual evaluations. (My perspective) 
 
TRUST (My perspective) 
 
My perspective: 
 Better info flow among those involved in SUS decisions and individual subject specialists 
at UF who are directly impacted by such decisions. Also an opportunity for improved input from 
subject specialists in direct contact with faculty constituencies to the larger statewide group.  
 
My input on AD HOC committees and committee input on work /job related issues are accepted 
by admin and responded to in a timely manner.  
 
Communication from admin to faculty and staff were not filtered through committees …x was 
said at middle managers or PSC meetings. 
 
Directors should not take credit for work of faculty and staff. (My perspective) 
 
Support of faculty governance. (My perspective) 
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Greater trust. (My perspective) 
 
How to communicate better?  (Re) start a newsletter (paper!) with staff highlights.  Need to be a 
more friendly place. (My perspective) 
 
More formal and informal interaction between faculty and admin. Individual and groups.  
 
I feel respected and valued by the library administration, but I think a more structured system of 
shared governance would improve collaboration between us all. (My perspective) 
 
Faculty needs to be more realistic in expectations, but admin also need to be realistic in their 
positions and demands on faculty. (My perspective) 
 
Initiate faculty governance with regular meeting of all library faculty. (My perspective) 
 
More timely feedback on committee reports. (Self, colleague’s and supervisor’s perspective) 
 
Admin. Somewhat distant, but maybe that’s a good thing. (My perspective) 
 
Less delineation of faculty vs. TEAMS USPS – This process today actually reinforces the 
distinction. (Staff and My perspective) 
 
Department chairs and supervisors should have more authority to budget and approve business 
travel and development resources.  
 
More vision from leaders. (My perspective) 
 
Improved communication, particularly re: decision making. (My perspective) 
 
Form working groups out of library council to tackle issues across divisions. (My perspective) 
 
If I were asked (on a fairly regular basis) about policies which directly affect me or my 
department. (public services, technical services etc.) (My perspective) 
 
Would like to have a method of inviting feedback from me on a range of issues. Some kind of 
regularity in this form of drawing out my input. (My perspective) 
 
Downward communication from directors – report to faculty on director’s meetings. (My 
perspective) 
 
Administration should be required to report to the faculty on a regular basis. (My perspective) 
 
More communication with directors.  
 
Communicate issues needing discussion; Request feedback; Listen to feedback. 
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Faculty meetings. (My perspective) 
 
Clear direction for achieving goals. (My perspective) 
 
Wish they didn’t have to make all decisions by looking at cost.  
 
Do committees produce results?  How would I know? 
 
My perspective: 

(1) Communication is mobile.  Suggestions are made or info gathered from committees 
work and a decision made and no one knows what’s been done on it.  We don’t why 
the admin made the decision was made or if any action was taken.  Items can stay in 
a purgatory and never have anything done about them. 

(2) Also, redundancy – there are surveys and studies taken, multiple committees 
appointed that duplicate a lot of the same work. Why redo the work and on top of it 
never do anything about it?  If you ask students, faculty, library faculty what is wrong 
with the library, they will tell you, use the info to make decision!  Don’t create 
another survey and ask the same questions!  

(3) Must have accountability.  Have a set of guidelines!  Where the admin has to respond 
to / solve a problem / take action by a certain time.  Faculty must be informed of what 
has been done.  Faculty has the chance hold the admin accountable for the poor 
decisions.  

 
Faculty should have opportunity to provide input on strategic decisions. (My perspective) 
 
Would like admin (directors) to interact more with faculty and staff, inform faculty and staff 
more regularly of plans, directions library is moving towards, etc.  
 Quarterly ALL-STAFF meetings at which this is presented.  
 
Reports on meetings attended by directors. (My perspective) 
 
Could some admin representations show up at some departmental level presentations?  I don’t 
sense that they have any idea what we specifically do nor that they appreciated our efforts as 
individuals as opposed to the “we all work hard and deserve pay raises” approach, which you 
need – but some individual recognition would be nice. (My perspective) 
 
Open environment to talk about concerns without fear of punishment in advancement. (My 
perspective) 
 
Faculty involved in decision-making process.  i.e. New building plans, layout etc. (My 
perspective) 
 
Know that committee reports will be acted upon – not go in a black hole. (My perspective) 
 
Face time to do not just to talk about work.  (Directors just don’t direct) (My perspective) 
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More realistic expectations on the part of the administrators. (My perspective) 
 
Up-to-date, honest, constructive and supportive communications. (My perspective) 
 
Two-way communication. Not just listen, but hear. (My perspective) 
 
President Machen invited to speak to Librarians. 
 
An acknowledgement of how difficult it can be – some sensitivity to workload issues. (My 
perspective) 
 
“Movers and shakers” on campus invited to speak to librarians. (My perspective) 
 
Goal and objectives linked to outcomes contributes by me/staff. (web page to webpage) (My 
perspective) 
 
They’re just working on tenure and going to meetings – we get the real work done.  
 
They seem more intimidating from a distance.  
 
I believe that faculty-administration relations could benefit from the Faculty union certification.  
They could be more proactive in supporting Faculty union on campus in someway.  
Showing/demonstrating support for faculty’s rights and benefits would reinforce that the admin 
cares about our well being.  (My perspective) 
 
Establish faculty governance. To eliminate “us vs. them.” (My perspective) 
 
Stop enabling morale-lowering behavior by turning a behind eye to it.  
 
Open, honest, safe communication that is not snotty, cynical or close minded/judgmental, is so 
important.  I’m relatively new and already I feel bent down … (My perspective) 
 
Very tenuous.  Admin wants us to follow their way – no understanding of staff perspective.  
 
Mutual respect for each other’s talents and contributions. (My perspective) 
 
If “staff” was not used to denote all library employees – call faculty “faculty” in written and oral 
communications.   
 
I’d like to see more organized collaborations especially for junior faculty. (My perspective) 
 
Openness (My perspective) 
 
Need more two-way communication. (My perspective) 
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Have tech. serv. and pub. serv. subject specialists invited to teaching faculty department 
meetings (at times) (My perspective) 
 
I would like regular briefings from the administration about what is going on in the library with 
questions and answers. (My, colleague’s, and staff’s perspective) 
 
I would like to see regular meetings with the faculty and administration.  Administrators should 
be required to attend department meetings.  In fact, they should be members of a department. 
(My perspective) 
 
We should work on way to close the communication gap. (My perspective) 
 
One director is very dismissive of the faculty.  A more collegial approach would help. (My and 
Colleague’s perspective) 
 
Response and action to committee/task.  Force decisions. (My perspective) 
 
Faculty governance, of some variety would be great.  Library council is IMHO, a waste.  
Decisions are made behind closed doors many times and we (Faculty) don’t have any input. (My 
perspective) 
 
The following are specific suggestions that were forthcoming as it relates to how to improve 
in these areas: 
 
Communication: 
 
I’d like to know what my colleagues are researching 
 
Every charge should include—when group will report, when the maker of the charge will 
respond 
 
Need simple ways to stay informed—electronic boards 
 
No-host lunches, informal show-n-tells, “buddy system,” mentoring program 
 
Better communication between divisions 
 
By having a quarterly “state of the libraries” report from the admin 
 
Having department heads share their quarterly reports 
 
Less formal and /or prepared information (usually after event or decision) and more dialogue 
 
A bi-weekly or monthly note form the Dean—directly to all staff—not just to department chairs, 
itemizing current challenges and activities of the organization 
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Communication two-way street—send message accurately, hear message accurately 
 
Regular meetings—Definite agenda, stay on topic, stay on time 
 
Share information on such things as difficult reference questions, class assignments, etc. 
 
More e-mail, not less 
 
More external communication about library activities—outreach, publicity 
 
More timely communication 
 
Important announcements/messages sent to mid-level administration needs to continue down to 
faculty.  Sometimes I hear news important to me from another department—not from my 
supervisor. 
 
Administrators “drop in” to office or visit class or sit in on department meetings—just to get to 
know faculty better, see how they work, where, what—all isn’t on computer 
 
More management by walking around, to let staff know their ideas, perspectives are valued 
 
Too much impersonal communication where staff vote by letter, web form, etc.  Sometimes 
don’t get feedback from these activities for a long time 
 
Don’t feel my input is important 
 
Librarians had regular faculty meeting to discuss faculty issues 
 
Regular updates about committee activities—not e-mail 
 
More interaction with directors (department meetings, other smaller groups) rather than all staff 
 
Monthly briefing from directors on what is happening in their areas 
 
Online bulletin board where topics and events can be discussed freely 
 
Don’t rely on department chairs to convey messages from above 
 
Keep having library updates 
 
TMT group good idea 
 
Big picture focus 
 
E-newsletter to faculty 
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Periodic faculty forums 
 
Periodic USPS/A&P forums 
 
More cross-department, cross college interactions—guest speakers, etc. 
 
Three types of communication:  1:  Top down, 2:  Bottom up, 3:  Horizontal (interdepart.) 
 
Kill e-mail 
 
Communication is supposed to be a two-way transaction! 
 
More informal/formal meetings on direction of unit 
 
Direction from supervisors 
 
More regular interactions among the directors of Smathers, HC, and Law 
 
Closure re: committees lacking 
 
Take and share minutes of departmental meetings 
 
Make sure that all staff know who is working on what—communicate council, committee, and 
task force membership and minutes.  This is especially important for new staff to understand 
committee structure. 
 
Staff  newsletter 
 
Don’t send an attachment (in e-mail) when text will suffice 
 
Monthly library updates, highlighting a different department each month 
 
Communication—more departmental staff meetings 
 
Images? Tours? Orientations? Non-verbal communication.  Bulletin board—where?  Not e-mail 
(too much e-mail) 
 
Who is doing what?  Professional activities—on a per-semester basis 
 
Better flow of information both ways.  Need flow up and down.  Need to know what’s 
happening, status of projects, why decisions were made, etc. 
 
I want to know how I’m doing with fulfilling my job duties and goals.  I don’t always have a 
sense of how I’m performing.  I don’t want to be surprised at the end of the year at review/bonus 
time.   
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Management doesn’t always keep in touch and things can come out of left field 
 
Committees that actually have teeth and truly represent the faculty body 
 
Like the Tuesday morning updates—good to have communication across libraries 
 
Need more forums like this or one large, established way for all libraries to say in touch with one 
another and feel like one team 
 
Quarterly all-staff meetings hear library-wide concerns and information can be shared and 
discussed 
 
Directors should provide information relating to plans and directions they are moving in at these 
meetings 
 
More division meetings to keep each other informed 
 
Clearly stated library goals and a time frame and a road map to complete them 
 
Maybe try cross training?  Allow staff to work a day (or week) in another staff member’s shoes 
(i.e., trade jobs for that time period)—goal:  better understanding of work throughout libraries 
 
Directors report on their meetings, topics of discussion, etc. 
 
Frequency is important (timeliness) 
 
More meetings like this where opinion can be given anonymously 
 
At the departmental level, faculty should be encouraged to meet to discuss issues of concern both 
within and outside the department 
 
Regular meetings with the faculty 
 
Communicate all decisions, even the difficult ones.  Who decided and why? 
 
More timely communication when possible 
 
Have directors participate in faculty evaluation process (write separate evaluation) to transmit 
their vision and to establish contact 
 
Way to see committee work—assignments, timelines, progress (web pages exist but are not 
updated regularly) 
 
Timely e-mails indicating staff hires, staff terminations, staff transfers 
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Town meetings 
 
Directors hold monthly “director’s luncheon” or similar program where they report on activities 
and solicit feedback.  Also, these meetings can serve as venue for faculty to report on individual 
research or professional activities. 
 
Communicate in all formats 
 
(Establish) department liaisons to other departments (who will attend the other department’s 
meetings and report back) 
 
Brown bag presentations 
 
Informal Q&A sessions on a range of topics.  Not just “top down” but across departments.  Kind 
of like the Metadata brown bag forum that I saw in an e-mail 
 
Actually less e-mail attempts to communicate/find other ways to do the same communication 
 
Departmental briefings for other departments “here’s what we have decided in the past month, 
here’s a direction we are thinking of taking, etc.” 
 
Divisions can pair up for occasional meetings—CM & PS, CM & TS, PS & TS 
 
Have quarterly staff meetings— 
 Report progress at meetings 
 Have directors talk about what is going on in their divisions 
 Have chairs report on major issues in their departments 
 Introduce new staff 
 
Managers communicate downward and across 
 
A vehicle (newsletter? E-mail?) for UF like what this is for Fla—resignation, papers presented, 
articles published, promotions, hiring, speeches and talks, new acquisitions of significance, 
travels and conferences 
 
Advance announcements of meetings, presentations, etc. 
 
Most committee meetings could be open to guess and therefore meetings are announced to all 
 
Library staff newsletter could be revived and distributed in print format (nothing fancy) 
 
Reach out to a wider community on campus and allow academic faculty opportunities to speak 
with librarians 
 
Increase opportunities for interaction—formal and informal 
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Within library, improved communication between major library divisions and/or departments, 
including library-wide bulletin board 
 
Communicate during process 
 
Communicate via a forum, distribution lists 
 
Encourage more interaction among faculty and between 
 
Increase community awareness in the Gainesville Sun, CR&C News, American Libraries, 
Alligator 
 
Poster sessions—local 
 
Celebrate tenure and promotion 
 
Convocation once a year—be inspired 
 
Hold office hours in the departments 
 
Improve timeliness (agendas, minutes, feedback) 
 
Communicate the decision process and involve staff input along the way 
 
Resources not always communicated 
 
Have discussions that are constructive and humor filled—and not all negative 
 
Better introduction for new people 
 
Communicate more often  
 
(Encourage) flexibility and thinking “outside the box” 
 
(Increase) collegiality and collaboration 
 
All directors visit departments—management by walking around 
 
Minutes from all meetings 
 
Time for non-agenda discussion at meetings 
 
Weekly highlights e-mail 
 
Reorganization of libraries—better communication, different or less hierarchy 
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More avenues for cross-divisional, cross-disciplinary.  Don’t forget Fed Svcs. 
 
Virtual “mini-meetings”—in addition to real meetings, to disseminate information, discuss rumor 
control (e.g., blogs), to resolve problems, decision making 
 
All-faculty meetings (with or without leaders) 
 
Social acts/follow-up (10 to 15 minutes before or after meetings with refreshments).  Face-to-
face good too! 
 
Kick-off meetings to clarify/state goals, motivate 
 
Spotlight achievements 
 
Keep picnics open to all family, SOs 
 
Agendas—post, agenda setting, more grass roots, to get input 
 
Open meetings-send agenda and encourage wide attendance 
 
Decision process—updates, clear reporting lines for committees, circulate drafts of policies 
widely 
 
Use timelines—decrease lag time between meeting and minutes, post notification 
 
Empower committee chairs to send all staff staff messages 
 
Bulletin board—web—blog—notify to look 
 
Consistency with communication, daily, weekly, monthly 
 
Cross-divisional communication—what affects other departments, tech affects public. svcs 
 
More informal—person to person 
 
For research—bulletin boards (real ones), what ware we doing as faculty, new people!  Make 
sure they are welcomed and integrated 
 
Lunch topic—brown bags—rotate units/departments, less structured, less stressful for presenters 
 
Clean out public folder and create guidelines for use 
 
Forum for discussions—division, cross-division 
 
Distributed decision making 
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Inclusivity in decision making, represent all employees 
 
Recognition and Reward 
 
More recognition of staff efforts and successes with our limited resources 
 
Significant and consistent merit increases 
 
Regular COLA increases 
 
Staff recognition 
 
To directors:  Read and respond to staff recognition and reward committee report 
 
Give me the change to earn more 
 
Address compression 
 
Administrators rolling up sleeves to work on problems “Ground truth-ing” 
 
The every now and then “great job, thanks” 
 
Tangible meaningful rewards for jobs well done 
 
Periodic analysis of peer salaries and implementation of adjusted pay scales 
 
Even when we document extensively that a given salary is below what’s given at peer 
institutions the Administration does not seem interested.  They should convey care, not 
disinterestedness, about their employees! 
 
Announce staff accomplishments – ongoing! 
 
Listen to committee on staff awards 
 
Salaries commensurate with employer expectations—rewriting and holding to new realistic 
position descriptions, job classifications—work out “salary compression” issue to be fair to 
everyone 
 
Deal with those in the middle—all suffer compression but 5-25+ year faculty who are not chairs, 
etc., need to be considered now 
 
Library leadership needs to put self on the line on pay issue—step up and really fight for faculty 
 
Tired of hearing about being top tier research institution when the staff not suitable rewarded 
financially.  Instances of blindsiding not recognized for work done—just hear criticism 
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Thank you and please are still as important as your mother said they were 
 
Just because we can do a lot with a little, please don’t expect miracles on a daily basis 
 
Libraries are a service organization; we need to show we value service on committees, etc. 
 
We need to build a culture of encouragement 
 
Informal comments--awareness of assignments from leadership are valuable 
 
We shouldn’t need to use our own money for break room appliances 
 
More of it—more creative approaches if money isn’t available—more equal distribution 
 
Salary compression 
 
More monetary rewards enough to recognize all who deserve merit recognition 
 
Efforts to boost long-term faculty pay vis-à-vis new appointments 
 
Program or mini-leave awards as well as more sabbaticals 
 
If being an office head or chair is necessary for promotion, be honest about it—don’t pretend all 
promotion applications are treated equally 
 
See Committee Report 
 
University awards—Superior Accomplishment, Davis, Librarian of the Year—faculty parity 
 
True merit raises for staff and faculty—have a pot set aside maybe derived from development 
efforts, bookstore? 
 
Small staff awards even 
 
More thank you and good job 
 
Marketing video about the library—get our message/image “out there”—especially when new 
library opens—PR blitz, a gala fro friends, invite construction workers, etc., sneak peek 
 
Verbal recognition in front of peers 
 
Gift certificates 
 
Survey done on recognition and rewards recently—have directors react to suggestions raised by 
staff to avoid “black hole” syndrome 
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More support ($, space, etc.) for staff parties—Xmas, picnic, whatever 
 
Establish better communication for staff achievements, both professional and nonprofessional 
 
$ 
 
Merit pay every year and not just in good years—even if it means decreasing across the board 
raises 
 
Department chairs, division directors should acknowledge and communicate the projects, etc., 
done by their staff 
 
Merit raises when you really do a good job, which is somehow definable 
 
A simple “thank you” works wonders 
 
We have to make an effort to address salary compression.  If we can eke out a small percentage 
this year, it would be a signal  to the staff that someone cares 
 
Stop talking about salary compression and do something 
 
Solve the compression problem caused by raising the minimum faculty salaries 
 
Public pat on the back by upper admin for a job well done 
 
Rewards should be monetary, not gifts or wall hangings 
 
Bonuses need to be merit based—give money based on good job performance and not time spent 
at the university 
 
Recognize my hard work on a private/department level.  It doesn’t always have to be money.  
You can use other rewards (gift certificate—Borders, restaurant, or days off) 
 
Promote from within.  Create more mid-management opportunities 
 
Quality of Life 
 
Flexibility of scheduling, 9-month contract 
 
Lack of privacy 
 
Work (physical) environment (noise) 
 
Security in the workplace 
 
Water quality in the workplace 
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Air quality in the workplace 
 
Competing priorities—constant service demands/respect time of each other 
 
Meeting space—all sizes/ small group 
 
Class space 
 
Weekend time/from conference 
 
Travel—increase funding 
 
Respect for all ideas offered 
 
Expectations for research for tenure when job is full time 
 
Any hope for changes re: parking—it’s probably the biggest quality of life issue mentioned by 
staff 
 
Examine tenure structure in light of evolving role of libraries—is it an aid to getting where we 
want to be or a hindrance? 
 
Car in a suitcase 
 
9-mont contract with ability to raise funds for additional 3 months in grants—allowing me a 
share of grant IDC for travel, etc. 
 
Comfortable ergo-chairs 
 
Health/wellness club—walking, tai chi 
 
Refresh other workplaces after west finished—we will be jealous of the nicer workplaces 
 
Flexible work schedules (work from home?) 
 
More time for research 
 
Better parking 
 
Make research time a reality for those with publ svc resp (perhaps reduce hours?) 
 
Give faculty members the full benefit of their university mandated 10-20% “research time” in 
view of the publication and research needed for tenure and promotion 
 
Red hat day 
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Help for the overwhelmed: 

A. Permanent full-time staff assistance where none currently 
B. Re-prioritizing help from supervisors and colleagues 

 
Parking aid 
 
Kill PeopleSoft 
 
Allow us to take comp time in large chunks 
 
More travel money 
 
Events that let us know each other as people—social, casual 
 
Better spouse/domestic partner benefits 
 
Parking and transportation 
 
Follow-through that’s visible 
 
Acknowledge achievements 
 
Furniture (outside) with umbrellas 
 
Faculty club (with fitness center) 
 
Trolleys 
 
Walkway across University Avenue, connected with multi-storied parking lot 
 
Flexibility in staff assignments 
 
Word out to library schools re:  internships 
 
(Improve) technology that is available (checking out computers, passwords, documentation for 
how to do something, equipment needs upgrading, unevenness in who get what) 
 
Work space—up to date equipment, air quality, efficient, lighting, sound, privacy, access to 
clean, and healthy water 
 
Picnics/socials 
 
Job variety—add interest, change job descriptions 
 
Re-emphasize FISH! philosophy (for students, etc.) to improve attitudes 
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Flextime, flexible schedules 
 
Reinstate staff-exchange program 
 
Encourage library profession to staff/students 
 
Parking! 
 
Yoga—a good thing 
 
Support for professional travel 
 
Fringe benefits—health club membership (university issue) 
 
Staff craft sale 
 
Talent show 
 
Benefit for domestic partners/alternate families 
 
More consistent building environment 
 
HVAC/cleaning/housekeeping 
 
More fun, continuing ed at UF like SFCC  has 
 
Flexibility in work schedule (we do this well now) 
 
Ergonomics (we do this well but needs to be publicized) 
 
Purchasing—people taking candidates to meals, events, find a different way, purchasing cards 
 
Good performing arts and cultural events here 
 
Good trees, UF—beautiful campus 
 
New people—no help with relocation 
 
Mentor/mentee for new people (not just for tenure)—for Gainesville info 
 
Welcome packet—resource list of people, good groceries, good movie theaters, bookstores, 
schools, apartments, neighborhoods, etc. 
 
Spouse employment—help (university wide issue—need advocacy here) 
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Convenience items in units—microwaves, coffee, fridge 
 
More control of office environment 
 
Outside activities 
 
Address parking 
 
Flex time for parents 
 
Free parking 
 
Offer part-time librarian positions (20-30 hours/week) for parents and others with family 
crunches 
 
Allow staff to work at home when applicable 
 
Make T&P less stressful 
 
When I go home, I do not want to worry about work.  Want to enjoy family 
 
Need for onsite child care or direct reimbursement 
 
Parking at O’Connell Center.  Need sidewalk or walkway for staff to use within.  The area of the 
parking lot—before crossing stadium road at the cross walk—currently dangerous 
 
Wish there were a facility within the library (west or east) equipped with shower/change rooms 
to accommodate library walkers 
 
Ability to work at home for all staff levels 
 
Time management?  Impossible!  Most of our time seems to me to be spent reacting to crisis 
situations and deadlines 
 
Supervisors pay lip service to research time opportunity, but do little or nothing to help me cover 
my daily work that ultimately takes priority 
 
Benefits (sick leave, annual leave, etc.) are very generous—no complaint there 
 
Lack of privacy in work space (Smathers) 
 
Small work area (Smathers) 
 
Temperature—too hot or cold (Smathers) 
 
Need a better eyeglass program (benefits) 
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Takes way too long to get ergonomic furniture items.  Red tape and the office concepts is 
horrible for customer service and fixing their many mistakes 
 
Too much work, not enough time to do it—overwhelmed! 
 
On campus gym at low or no cost 
 
Ergonomics—how to be safe from repetitive injuries 
 
Cheaper health insurance 
 
We need to prevent repetitive stress injuries—how to implement computer systems and software 
to reduce typing, clicking, etc. 
 
More chance for social interactions with other staff—Keep stress low, more friendly 
 
Day care—high quality, low cost 
 
Enough housekeeping to keep up with the demands of large-traffic areas, including late nights 
and weekends 
 
Better control over temperature, humidity, etc.  Fix the problems!  Uncomfortable 
employees=less productive 
 
Free membership to Living Well 
 
More time for research at work—so it doesn’t go home with you 
 
Resource Allocation 
 
Only 2 are possible (of the choices):  Better, faster, cheaper 
 
If organization adds a new service something should be deleted at the organizational level 
 
Time is important—committees are costly.  Product should be used (e.g., RISC) 
 
Results should count as much as process 
 
Act when a result is good enough—not perfect 
 
Don’t be reluctant to try something new as a “pilot” 
 
Respond more quickly to change, SWAT team 
 
Encourage greater participation in prioritizing 
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Resource allocation as it directly relates to vision 
 
More discussion and/or dissemination of budgetary decisions 
 
Have wider discussions re: resource allocation within library—not just discussing among 
directors 
 
Are resources allocated in sync with library goals? 
 
Too much of the materials budget is eaten up by industrial-scale blank purchases—leaving an 
ever-smaller portion for individual monographs chosen on their merits 
 
Kill Refexpress 
 
Limit undergrad instruction efforts 
 
Make long-term commitment to projects instead of supporting what is currently in vogue 
 
All computers with same operating system 
 
Zero sum budget—no new work with no new resources.  Understand limits of current resources.  
Concentrate on efficiency and effectiveness 
 
Show us the director collaboration with themselves 
 
Impeach the Governor now—kill Peoplesoft and the new SUS 
 
Is the library budget online somewhere?  Transparency is important 
 
More staff shifted where needed—more to MSL pub srvs. During west close (example) 
 
Established rules and guidelines for annual merit raises (e.g., exceeds expectations = % raise 
after each annual evaluation) 
 
More faculty input on the way / method of resource distribution 
 
More funding for conferences (should at least cover registration, flight, and hotel completely) 
 
More funding for office supplies (should not have to keep them under lock and key) 
 
Funding not allocated evenly to departments—directors have favorites 
 
Are we thinking about the big picture?  Where is the library going?  Where are our collection 
development funds best spent?  We need to articulate a vision that helps us spend CM funds 
wisely. 
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Those of us with complaints about resource allocation should have a forum to arbitrate these 
issues 
 
Without clearly articulated mission and vision, how to allocate scarce resources “correctly” is 
impossible.  Back to leadership! 
 
No opportunity to present departmental budgets 
 
Travel to professional meetings should be funded equally regardless of whether you are on a 
committee or delivering a paper, etc.  We either encourage professional activity or we don’t and 
drop it from the T&P process 
 
More money for travel funding (professional development) 
 
Monetary awards 
 
More formal staff recognition for jobs well done (non monetary) 
 
Development of GIS Budget 
 
Increase in number of monetary awards for a wider variety of staff 
 
More funds for training 
 
No communication as to how resources are allocated—with the exception of book budget 
 
It would help to know more about the fund raising activities, how much we are getting, what can 
we hope for 
 
Give me money to pay for my ALA membership 
 
Need money for library instruction.  There are teaching aids for instruction classroom that we 
should have, but don’t 
 
Get library allocation in line with university direction(s)—science does not rule all—but be 
responsive to current culture 
 
More $$$ for staff positions and pay 
 
Maybe start over with zero-based budgeting 
 
Not enough FTE to do all we need to do—We rank much lower than peers 
 
Need good strategic planning/implementation engaging everyone 
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Development office needs a strategic plan and brought in line with library’s needs 
 
Resource allocation responsive to staff needs 
 
More travel money 
 
Using development $$ to offset resource allocation 
 
Funding for projects, innovation 
 
Mini-grants, internal, matching from RGP, 
 
Staffing allocation 
 
Time:  Effort to recruit new faculty to committees, judicious committee appointments (limit #), 
research time (supervisors should mandate, make happen) 
 
Space:  Collection, overall sense of priority in storage allocations 
 
OPS $$--study needs then make changes, divert $ or get more to fund  innovation 
 
Materials/Collection:  What is a sustainable model/  Reward constant even though there are 
many new programs.  Electronic vs. print 
 
Travel $$--more, more,  more!   
 
Time=currency—we do well at this. 
 
Resource allocation relate to goal/vision 
 
Make resource allocation more transparent 
 
Base on need 
 
Communicate why and how resource is allocated 
 
Forum to defend budgets 
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